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Inside this catalogue you will find the latest 
editions of all COBUILD dictionaries and 
reference books for children and adult learners.  

If you have any questions about any of our 
resources or would like to find our more, please 
contact your sales representative or our ELT 
team at collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk. 

And if you’d like to find out more about our 
practice titles and textbooks for ELT, please go 
to www.collinselt.com. This is also where you 
can sign up for emails to receive free resources, 
special offers and invaluable teaching tips.

We hope you’ll enjoy browsing through this 
catalogue.

All the best, 
Collins ELT Team
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All of the explanations, examples and special features in COBUILD dictionaries are 
based on the 4.5-billion-word database of the English language, the Collins Corpus. 
This means that learners and teachers around the world can trust COBUILD to help 
them speak and write accurate and up-to-date English. The corpus is updated every 
month and has been at the heart of Collins COBUILD for over 25 years.

All COBUILD  
Dictionaries include:

u  Full sentence definitions:  
All words and phrases are covered in 
depth and explained in full sentences 
to show words in context.

u  Authentic examples:  
Real-life examples of English from the 
Collins Corpus show how words are 
used in everyday language.

u  Up-to-date coverage of
 today’s English: COBUILD 

dictionaries are based on the 
constantly updated 4.5-billion-word 
database of today’s English language, 
the Collins Corpus.

u  Frequency: The most important 
words are clearly labelled to indicate 
which words to learn first.

u  Vocabulary-building
 features: All COBUILD dictionaries 

include a wide range of features 
to help learners use English with 
accuracy and confidence.

“ Working from a regularly updated  
corpus of over 4.5 billion words taken 
 from authentic sources, Collins COBUILD 
products provide learner-friendly  
resources on how words are really used.”Wayne Trotman, Teacher Trainer, Izmir Katib Celebi University, Turkey

Authentic, accurate and up-to-date English

What does COBUILD mean  
and why does it matter?
•	 Collins Birmingham University International 

Language Database (COBUILD) was a research project 
set up by the University of Birmingham and Collins in 
the 1980s, run by the pioneering linguist John Sinclair. 
It resulted in the creation of an electronic corpus that 
revolutionized dictionary making.

•	 The original COBUILD dictionary, published in 1987, 
was the first of a new generation of dictionaries for 
learners based on actual corpus evidence rather than 
on the compilers’ intuition. Collins has continued 
to build on this pioneering research, delivering real 
English to students and teachers around the world.

•	 This corpus is now part of the Collins Corpus, which is 
the largest collection of authentic English language 
data in the world. It is constantly updated to reflect 
current language use and continues to inform our 
dictionary publishing.
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COBUILD Advanced Learner’s Dictionary • 978-0-00-758058-3 • CEF Level: B2+

Advanced
s’renraeL

Dictionary
CEF Level:  

B2+

The complete reference tool for learners of English, providing 
invaluable and detailed guidance on the English language.

u Builds confidence: Words and phrases are shown in context, in order for learners 
to understand exactly how to use them

u Focuses on communicative goals: Pragmatics labels provide information on 
connotations, additional ideas or emotions expressed by a word

u Improves vocabulary acquisition and develops fluency: Illustrations, the 
visual thesaurus, picture dictionary boxes and many more vocabulary-building 
features help learners to improve their language skills

u Promotes autonomous learning: The activity guide shows learners how to 
practise independently with the dictionary

u Helps with grammar, writing and speaking:  Grammar Reference, Writer’s 
Handbook and Speaker’s Handbook included

 Also available online at www.collinsdictionary.com/cobuild 
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advertorial

advocate
23

a

ad|ver|tori|al /{dvΔ:rtO:ri@l/ (advertorials) n-var An

advertorial is an advertisement that uses the style of

newspaper or magazine articles or television documentary

programmes, so that it appears to be giving facts and not

trying to sell a product.

ad|vice ��� /{dvaIs/ � n-uncount If you give someone

advice, you tell them what you think they should do in a

particular situation. ❑ [+ about] Don’t be afraid to ask for advice

about ordering the meal. ❑ [+ on] Your community officer can give

you advice on how to prevent crime in your area. ❑ Take my advice

and stay away from him! ❑ [+ of] Most foreign nationals have now

left the country on the advice of their governments. � phrase If you

take advice or take legal advice, you ask a lawyer for his or

her professional opinion on a situation. [formal] ❑ [+ on] We

are taking advice on legal steps to recover the money.

Usage advice and advise

Be careful not to confuse advice and advise. Advice is a noun,

and the c is pronounced like the ss in less; advise is a verb, and

the s is pronounced like the z in size: Quang advised Tuyet not to

give people advice!

Thesaurus advice Also look up:

n. counsel, guidance, help, information, input; (ant.)

opinion, recommendation, suggestion �

Word Partnership Use advice with:

prep. against advice �

v. ask for advice, give advice, need some advice,

take advice �

adj. bad/good advice, expert advice �

ad|vice col|umn (advice columns) n-count In a

newspaper or magazine, the advice column contains letters

from readers about their personal problems, and advice on

what to do about them. [am]

in brit, use agony column

ad|vice col|umn|ist (advice columnists) n-count An

advice columnist is a person who writes a column in a

newspaper or magazine in which they reply to readers who

have written to them for advice on their personal problems.

[am] ❑ ...Jean Carroll, advice columnist for Elle magazine.

in brit, use agony aunt

ad|vice line (advice lines) n-count An advice line is a

service that you can telephone in order to get advice about

something. ❑ For help on crime prevention, call our 24-hour advice

line.

ad|vis|able /{dvaIz@b@l/ adj [v-link adj] If you tell someone

that it is advisable to do something, you are suggesting that

they should do it, because it is sensible or is likely to achieve

the result they want. [formal] ❑ Because of the popularity of the

region, it is advisable to book hotels or camp sites in advance.

�ad|vis|abil|ity /{dvaIz@bIlIti/ n-uncount ❑ [+ of] I have

doubts about the advisability of surgery in this case.

ad|vise ��� /{dvaIz/ (advises, advising, advised) � verb If

you advise someone to do something, you tell them what

you think they should do. ❑ [v n to-inf] The minister advised

him to leave as soon as possible. ❑ [v n wh] Herbert would surely

advise her how to approach the bank. ❑ [v + against] I would strongly

advise against it. ❑ [v that] Doctors advised that he should be

transferred to a private room. [Also v with quote] � verb If an

expert advises people on a particular subject, he or she gives

them help and information on that subject. ❑ [v n + on] ...an

officer who advises undergraduates on money matters. ❑ [v + on] A

family doctor will be able to advise on suitable birth control. � verb

If you advise someone of a fact or situation, you tell them

the fact or explain what the situation is. [formal] ❑ [v n

+ of] I think it best that I advise you of my decision to retire. � ➞ see

also ill-advised, well advised

Word Partnership Use advise with:

prep. advise against �

n. advise someone to �

adv. strongly advise �

ad|vis|ed|ly /{dvaIzIdli/ adv [adv after v] If you say that

you are using a word or expression advisedly, you mean that

you have deliberately chosen to use it, even though it may

sound unusual, wrong, or offensive, because it draws

attention to what you are saying. ❑ I say ‘boys’ advisedly

because we are talking almost entirely about male behaviour. ❑ What

a crazy scheme, and I use that term advisedly.

ad|vise|ment /{dvaIzm@nt/ phrase If someone in

authority takes a matter under advisement, they decide that

the matter needs to be considered more carefully, often by

experts. [am, formal] ❑ I will take the suggestion under

advisement, and refer it to the board.

ad|vis|er ��� /{dvaIz@r/ (advisers) also advisor n-count An

adviser is an expert whose job is to give advice to another

person or to a group of people. ❑ In Washington, the President

and his advisers spent the day in meetings. ❑ ...a careers adviser.

[Also + to]

Word Link ory ≈ relating to : advisory, contradictory,

migratory

ad|vi|so|ry /{dvaIz@ri/ (advisories) � adj [usu adj n] An

advisory group regularly gives suggestions and help to

people or organizations, especially about a particular subject

or area of activity. [formal] ❑ ...members of the advisory

committee on the safety of nuclear installations. � n-count An

advisory is an official announcement or report that warns

people about bad weather, diseases, or other dangers or

problems. [am] ❑ 26 states have issued health advisories.

ad|vo|ca|cy /{dv@k@si/ � n-sing Someone’s advocacy of a

particular action or plan is their act of recommending it

publicly. [formal] ❑ [+ of] I support your advocacy of free trade.

� n-uncount [usu n n] An advocacy group or organization is

one that tries to influence the decisions of a government or

other authority. [am]

Word Link voc ≈ speaking : advocate, vocabulary, vocal

ad|vo|cate ��� (advocates, advocating, advocated) 

The verb is pronounced /{dv@keIt/. The noun is

pronounced /{dv@k@t/. 

� verb If you advocate a particular action or plan, you

recommend it publicly. [formal] ❑ [v n] Mr Williams is a

conservative who advocates fewer government controls on business.

Word Web advertising

It’s impossible to avoid advertisements. In our homes, newspaper,

magazine, and television ads compete for our attention. Posters,

billboards, and flyers greet us the moment we walk out the door.

Advertising agencies stay busy thinking up new ways to get our

attention. We have company logos on our clothes. Our e-mail is full of

spam, and pop-ups slow us down as we surf the Web. Product

placements sneak into films and TV shows. “Ad wrapping” turns cars

into moving signboards. Advertisers have even tried subliminal

advertising in TV commercials. It’s no wonder that this is called the

consumer age.

Frequency
information
indicates which
words are the
most common.

Authentic examples 
from the Collins 
Corpus show how 
words are used in 
real language.

Full sentence 
definitions 
show words in 
context.

Word Partnerships 
highlight the most 
important collocations 
of words with the 
highest frequency in 
the Collins Corpus.

Word Webs 
present topic-
related vocabulary 
in illustrated 
encyclopedic panels.

Important 
grammatical 
structures are 
shown in bold 
within definitions.

Usage notes explain shades of meaning, 
clarify cultural references, and highlight 
grammatical information.

Synonyms and antonyms 
for high-frequency 
words provided.

Information on how to 
pronounce words correctly.

Word Links increase 
language awareness 
by showing how 
words are built in 
English.

Alternative 
spellings of 
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included.
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Visual thesaurus

He comes from 
an athletic 
family—they’re all 
runners.

Al has a very fi rm 
handshake.

She noticed the 
powerful muscles 
in his legs as he ran.

These new drugs are very 
effective against this 
disease.

This is a very powerful 
substance and it should be 
used in small quantities.

He has very broad 
shoulders.

Jordan was tall and 
muscular and a 
great athlete.

You have to be 
bold and ask your 
boss for more 
money.

She was fi rm with 
him. ‘I don’t want to 
see you again.’

He is determined 
to win gold at the 
Olympics.

You have to be 
tough in business 
to get what you 
want.

1. ADJ
Someone who is strong 
has powerful muscles.

2. ADJ
Confi dent in getting what 
you want and not letting 
other people stop you.

3. ADJ
Strong objects or 

materials do not break 
easily.

16. ADJ
A strong drink, chemical, 

or drug contains a lot 
of the substance that 

makes it work.

strong

Metal is a very 
durable material 
and it won’t bend 
easily.

The meat was tough 
and I couldn’t cut it.

The walls are 
made of solid 
concrete blocks.
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is a game in which people choose real footballers 

to form an imaginary team, and win points 

based on the actual performances of the 

players.
FAQ /f�k/ (FAQs) FAQ is used especially on 

websites to refer to questions about a particular 

topic. FAQ is an abbreviation for ‘frequently asked 

questions’.
far /fɑ�/ (farther or further, farthest or furthest) 

Far has two comparatives, farther and further, 

and two superlatives, farthest and furthest. 

Farther and farthest are used mainly in meaning 

1, and are dealt with here. Further and furthest 

are dealt with in separate entries.  

� adv If one place, thing, or person is far away 

from another, there is a great distance between 

them.  There’s a nice little Italian restaurant not far 

from here.  My sisters moved even farther away from 

home.  … the far end of the room. � adv You use 

far in questions and statements about distances. 

 How far is it to Malcy?  How far can you throw?  She 

followed the tracks as far as the road. � adj before 

n You use far to refer to the part of an area or 

object that is the greatest distance from the 

centre in a particular direction.  … at the far left 

of the blackboard. � adv A time or event that is far 

away in the future or the past is a long time from 

the present.  I asked him how far back in his life he 

could remember.  I can’t see any farther than the next 

six months.  The first day of term seemed so far away. 

� adv You use far to indicate the extent to which 

something happens.  How far did the film tell the 

truth about Queen Victoria? � adv You can use far 

when talking about the progress that someone 

or something makes.  Discussions never progressed 

very far. � adv You can use far when talking 

about the degree to which someone’s behaviour 

or actions are extreme.  This time he’s gone too far. 

� adv You can use far to mean ‘very much’ when 

you are comparing two things and emphasizing 

the difference between them.  Women who eat 

plenty of fresh vegetables are far less likely to be stressed. 

 The trial is taking far too long. � phrase You can 

use by far or far and away in comparisons to 

emphasize that something is better or greater 

than anything else.  By far the most important issue 

for them is unemployment.  Rangers are far and away 

the best team. �� phrase If you say that something 

is far from a particular thing or far from the truth, 

you are emphasizing that it is not that particular 

thing or not at all true.  She thought I disliked her, 

which was far from the truth. �� phrase If an answer 

or idea is not far wrong, not far out, or not far off, 

it is almost correct.  I wasn’t far wrong. �� phrase 

So far means up until the present point in time or 

in a situation.  So far, they have not been successful. 

�� phrase If people come from far and wide, they 

come from a large number of places, some of 

them far away. If things spread far and wide, they 

spread over a very large area or distance. �� as 

far as I am concerned  see concern �� a far cry 

from  see cry

Usage

Far is used in negative sentences and questions 

about distance, but not usually in affirmative 

sentences. If you want to state the distance of 

a particular place from where you are, you can 

say that it is that distance away.  Durban is over 

300 kilometres away. If a place is very distant, you 

can say that it is a long way away, or that it is 

a long way from another place.  It is a long way 

from London.  Anna was still a long way away.

faraway /�fɑ�rə�wei/ � adj before n Faraway 

means a long distance from you or from a 

particular place.  … photographs of a faraway 

country. � adj before n If you describe someone 

or their thoughts as faraway, you mean that 

they are thinking about something that is very 

different from the situation around them.  She 

had a faraway look in her eyes.

farce /fɑ�s/ (farces) � n-count A farce is a 

humorous play in which the characters become 

involved in unlikely and complicated situations. 

� n-count If you describe a situation or event 

as a farce, you mean that it is so disorganized 

or ridiculous that you cannot take it seriously. 

 Cycling is a complete farce because of the number of 

cars on our roads. farcical adj  The whole idea is 

farcical.

fare /feə/ (fares, faring, fared) � n-count The 

fare is the money that you pay for a journey by 

bus, taxi, train, boat, or aeroplane.  He couldn’t 

afford the train fare. � v-i If you say that someone or 

something fares well or badly, you are referring to 

the degree of success they achieve in a particular 

situation or activity.  The honey industry fared well 

during the 1980s.

�Far �East n-proper The Far East consists of all 

the countries of Eastern Asia, including China 

and Japan.
farewell /�feə�wel/ (farewells) convention & 

n-count Farewell means goodbye. [literary] 

 ‘Farewell, my friend.’  They said their farewells.

Word Web fantasy

All fictional writing involves the use of 

imaginary situations and characters. However,

fantasy goes even further. This genre uses more

imagination than reality. Authors create new

creatures, myths, and legends. A novelist may

use realistic people and settings. But a fantasy

writer is free to create a whole different world

where earthly laws no longer apply.

Contemporary movies have found a rich source

of stories in the fantasy genre. Today you can see many different films about fairies, wizards, 

and dragons. 

farewell

FAQ

F
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Guide to key features

Vocabulary builders

The vocabulary-building features within the dictionary encourage users 

to explore and enjoy the English language. In turn, these features help the 

learner to build both their active and passive vocabulary. These ‘vocabulary 

builders’ aim to increase language fluency and improve the user’s ability to 

communicate accurately, whilst providing the learner with a greater depth 

and breadth of knowledge of English.

Picture Dictionary boxes present vocabulary from key topics in an eye-

catching and memorable way.
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EFL is an abbreviation for ‘English as a Foreign Language’. ❑ … an EFL teacher.
e.g. /�i� �dȢi�/ e.g. is an abbreviation that means ‘for example’. It is used before a noun, or to introduce another sentence. ❑ … dairy products, e.g. cheese and butter.

egg /eǱ/ (eggs, egging, egged) � n-count An egg is the rounded object produced by a female bird from which a baby bird later emerges. Reptiles, fish, and insects also produce eggs. ❑ A baby bird hatched from its egg. � n-var An egg is a hen’s egg considered as food. ❑ Break the eggs into a large bowl. ❑ … bacon and egg. � n-count An egg is a cell in a female person or animal which can develop into a baby.
➞ see Picture Dictionary: egg➞ see bird, reproduction
Ü egg on phr-verb If you egg someone on, you encourage them to do something daring or foolish.
ego /�i�Ǳəυ, �eǱəυ/ (egos) n-var Someone’s ego is their sense of their own importance and their opinion of their own worth. ❑ He has a huge ego.eh /ei/ Eh is used to represent a noise that people make in conversation, for example to ask for or show agreement, or to ask something to be explained or repeated. ❑ Let’s talk all about it outside, eh? ❑ ‘He’s ill in bed.’—‘Eh?’—‘He’s ill in bed.’eight /eit/ (eights) num Eight is the number 8.
Word Link teen ≈ plus ten, from 13-19 :

eighteen, seventeen, teenager
eighteen /�ei�ti�n/ num Eighteen is the number 18.

eighteenth /�ei�ti�nθ/ ord The eighteenth item in a series is the one that you count as number eighteen.
eighth /eitθ/ (eighths) � ord The eighth item in a series is the one that you count as number eight. ❑ … the eighth century. � n-count An eighth is one of eight equal parts of something. ❑ … an eighth of an inch.

eightieth /�eitiəθ/ ord The eightieth item in a series is the one that you count as number eighty.eighty /�eiti/ (eighties) � num Eighty is the number 80. � n-plural When you talk about the eighties, you are talking about numbers between 80 and 89. For example, if you are in your eighties, you are aged between 80 and 89. If the temperature is in the eighties, the temperature is between 80 and 89 degrees. If something happened in the eighties, it happened between 1980 and 1989.
either /�aiðə, �i�ðə/ � conj You use either in front of the first of two or more alternatives, when you are stating the only possibilities or choices that there are. The other alternatives are introduced by ‘or’. ❑ Sightseeing is best done either 

by tour bus or by bicycle. ❑ People either love me or they hate me. ❑ Either she goes or I go. � pron & det You can use either to refer to one of two things, people, or situations, when you want to say that they are both possible and it does not matter which one is chosen or considered. ❑ The meeting could be held in either Manchester or Newcastle. ❑ She has never visited either country. ❑ Do either of you speak Russian? � pron & det & conj You can use either in a negative statement to refer to each of two things, people, or situations to indicate that the negative statement includes both of them. ❑ She thinks that I will never marry or have children. I don’t want either. ❑ He couldn’t remember either man’s name. � det You use either to introduce a noun that refers to each of two things when you are talking about both of them. ❑ There were basketball hoops at either end of the gymnasium. � adv You use either by itself in negative statements to indicate that there is a similarity or connection with a person or thing that you have just mentioned. ❑ He did not say anything to her, and she did not speak to him either.
Word Link e ≈ away, out : eject, emigrate, emit

eject /i�dȢekt/ (ejects, ejecting, ejected) � v-t If someone ejects you from a place, they force you to leave. ❑ The police used dogs to eject the protesters. ● ejection (ejections) n-var ❑ … the student’s ejection from the classroom. � v-t To eject something means to remove it or push it out forcefully. ❑ She ejected the CD from the stereo.
Word Link labor ≈ working : collaborate,

elaborate, laboratory

elaborate (elaborates, elaborating, elaborated) � adj /i�l�bərət/ You use elaborate to describe something that consists of many different parts, making it very detailed or complex. ❑ The elaborate ceremony lasted for eight days. ● elaborately adv ❑ … an elaborately carved wooden bed. � v-t/v-i /i�l�bəreit/ If you elaborate on a plan or a theory, or if you elaborate a plan or theory, you give more details about it. ❑ The policeman did not elaborate on possible reasons for the killing. ● elaboration n-uncount ❑ … the elaboration of arguments.
Word Link lapse ≈ falling : collapse, elapse,lapse

elapse /i�l�ps/ (elapses, elapsing, elapsed) v-i When time elapses, it passes. [formal] ❑ Forty-eight hours have elapsed since his arrest.elastic /i�l�stik/ � n-uncount Elastic is a rubber material that stretches when you pull it and returns to its original size when you let it go. ❑ She was wearing a bracelet of beads strung on a piece of elastic. � adj Something that is elastic stretches easily. ❑ It is made from an elastic material.elasticity /�i�l�s�tisiti, i�l�st-/ n-uncount The 

Picture Dictionary egg

fried egg scrambled eggs hard-boiled egg soft-boiled egg omelette

e.g.

elasticity

e
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baggy  –  ballet 

30 

b

language help
Baggage is an uncountable noun. If you want to talk about one bag or suitcase, use a piece of baggage.

baggy  /�b��i/  adjective  (baggier, baggiest)big and loose: He wore baggy trousers and no shirt.
bait  /beit/  noun

food that you put on a hook or in a trap to catch fish or animals: This shop sells fishing bait.
bake  /beik/  verb  (bakes, baking, baked)to cook food in an oven: How did you learn to bake cakes?  k Bake the fish in the oven for 20 minutes.

baked fibeans  plural noun
small white beans cooked in tomato sauce, sold in a tin: baked beans on toastbaker  /�beikə/  noun

1  a person whose job is to make and sell bread and cakes
2 (also baker’s)  a shop where you can buy bread and cakes: If you’re going to the baker’s, could you get me some bread, please?bakery  /�beikəri/  noun  (bakeries)a place where bread and cakes are baked or sold: The town has two bakeries.baking  /�beikiŋ/  uncountable nounthe activity of cooking bread or cakes in an oven: The children want to do some baking.

balance 1   /�b�ləns/  verb  (balances, balancing, balanced)
1  to keep yourself or something else steady, to avoid falling: I balanced on Mark’s shoulders.  k She balanced the chair on top of the table.

2  to give the same importance to two different things: Bob has difficulty balancing the demands of his work with the needs of his family.
balance 2   /�b�ləns/  noun1  uncountable  the ability to stay steady and not to fall over: Dan lost his balance and started to fall.

2  when all the different parts of something have the same importance: It is important to have a balance between work and play.
3  the amount of money you have in your bank account: I’ll need to check my bank balance first.

balanced  /�b�lənst/  adjectivefair and reasonable: Journalists should present balanced reports.
a balanced diet  a diet containing the right amounts of different foods to keep your body healthy: Eat a healthy, balanced diet and get regular exercise.

balcony  /�b�lkəni/  noun  (balconies)1  a place where you can stand or sit on the outside of a building, above the ground2  the seats upstairs in a theatrebald  /bɔ�ld/  adjective  (balder, baldest)with no hair, or very little hair, on the top of your head: He rubbed his hand across his bald head.
ball   /bɔ�l/  noun

1  a round object that you kick, throw or hit in some sports and games: Two young boys were kicking a ball.  k a tennis ball2  anything that has a round shape: Form the butter into small balls.
3  a large formal party where people dance: My parents go to a New Year’s ball every year.

ballet  /�b�lei/  noun
1  uncountable  a type of dancing with carefully planned movements: We saw a film about a boy who becomes a ballet dancer.2  a performance of this type of dancing that tells a story: My favourite ballet is ‘Swan Lake’.

bags

carrier bag

handbag

backpack
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need to learn

u Simple definitions to make words even 
easier to understand

u Thousands of examples of real English from 
the Collins Corpus

u Visual thesaurus focusing on the most 
overused words to help students expand their 
vocabulary

u Hundreds of line drawings illustrating key 
terms

u Full-colour illustrated supplement of 
essential topics
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COBUILD Dictionaries for Children

First English Words
Encourage a love of learning English 
Packed full of fun and useful everyday vocabulary, this 
beautifully illustrated vocabulary book encourages a love 
of learning English. Young learners of English practise the 
words they need to learn with the help of Ben, Daisy and 
Keekee the money. A CD with 36 songs also encourages 
children to learn through play. 

Primary Learner’s Dictionary
An illustrated dictionary aimed at learners of English aged 7 and over. This 
dictionary has been especially created for primary school students who study 
through the medium of English at school (CLIL).

The dictionary includes:

u 8,000 essential words plus the essential phrases 
and idioms that students need to learn

u Simple definitions to make words easier to 
understand, and thousands of examples of  
real English showing the learner how English  
is used today

u A wide range of cross-curricular vocabulary 
items, which will help students to build 
their academic vocabulary as well as gain 
confidence

u Hundreds of line drawings illustrating  
key terms

u A full-colour illustrated supplement of essential topics

First English Words (incl. audio CD)  
ISBN: 978-0-00-743157-1 • Age 3-7

Primary Learner’s Dictionary 
ISBN: 978-0-00-755654-0  
Age: 7+

Find out more about the complete First English Words 
range at www.collinselt.com/firstenglishwords.

7
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ers First English Words
Encourage a love of learning English. Through fun, engaging activities and beautiful illustrations, young learners of English practise the words they need to learn with the help of Ben, Daisy and Keekee the monkey.

Age
3–7

A book that will be 
read over and over again
English-Speaking Union

A book that will be 

First English Words
 Includes CD with songs to help children learn English through play     

Winner of the title ‘Best entry for 
young readers’ at the 
English-Speaking Union (ESU) English Language Book Awards 2012.
Packed full of fun and useful everyday vocabulary and a CD with 36 songs, this beautifully illustrated vocabulary book encourages a love of learning English.
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“ A book that will be read over and over again ” 
English-Speaking Union
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COBUILD Reference for Learners

English Usage 

Phrasal Verbs Dictionary 
All the information learners of English need to understand phrasal verbs and how  
to use them.

u Thousands of British and American phrasal verbs explained

u The 700 most frequent phrasal verbs learners need to know clearly indicated with a J

u Synonyms and antonyms help learners build their vocabulary

u Free worksheets to support this title available online at  
www.collinselt.com/cobuild-resources

Idioms Dictionary 
Provides in-depth information on thousands of British and American idioms, 
helping learners of English gain a fuller understanding of the language.

u Thousands of idioms explained in simple, natural English

u Examples of every idiom from the Collins Corpus illustrate how the idiom is used

u Includes idioms from varieties of English spoken all over the world, from 
Britain to the USA, from South Africa to Australia

u Free worksheets to support this title available online at  
www.collinselt.com/cobuild-resources

This unique reference guide is for 
intermediate to advanced learners who 
want to understand the meaning of 
words and how to use them correctly.

u Information and warning notes help 
learners to improve accuracy and avoid 
typical errors

u Topics section ensures that students 
are prepared for a range of situations, 
such as writing academic papers

COBUILD English Usage (third edition) • ISBN: 978-0-00-742374-3 • CEF level: B1-C2

COBUILD Phrasal Verbs Dictionary (third edition) • ISBN: 978-0-00-743548-7 • CEF level: B1+

COBUILD Idioms Dictionary (third edition) • ISBN: 978-0-00-743549-4 • CEF level: B1+

Also available 
as an e-book
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dislike – not likediscover

 ➔ See find

discuss
If you discuss something with someone, you talk to them seriously about it. 
She could not discuss his school work with him.We need to discuss what to do.We discussed whether to call the police.

 !   BE CAREFUL  
Discuss is always followed by a direct object, a wh-clause, or a whether-clause. 
Don’t say, for example, ‘I discussed with him’ or ‘They discussed’. 

discussion – argument
� ‘discussion’

If you have a discussion with someone, you have a serious conversation with them.
After the lecture there was a lively discussion.
You say that you have a discussion about something or a discussion on something.
We had long discussions about our future plans.We’re having a discussion on nuclear power.

� ‘argument’
Don’t use discussion to refer to a disagreement between people, especially one that 
results in them shouting angrily at each other. This kind of disagreement is usually 
called an argument.
We had a terrible argument, and now she won’t talk to me.I said no, and we got into a big argument over it.

disease
 ➔ See illness – disease

disk
 ➔ See disc – disk

dislike – not like
If you dislike someone or something, you find them unpleasant.From what I know of him I dislike him intensely.She disliked the theatre.

In conversation and in less formal writing, you don’t normally use ‘dislike’. Instead, you 
use a negative word with like.
She doesn’t like tennis.
I’ve never liked him.
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COBUILD Grammar

English Grammar  
A modern, learner-focused grammar reference aimed at learners  
and teachers of English. Based on the evidence of the 4.5-billion-word Collins Corpus, 
the COBUILD English Grammar is an invaluable guide to the English language as it is 
written and spoken today, all over the world.

u Thoroughly updated to reflect changes in grammar over recent years, based on 
extensive corpus research

u Includes two brand-new supplements on grammar for business and grammar in 
an academic environment

COBUILD English Grammar • ISBN: 978-0-00-739364-0 • CEF level: B1+

Pocket English Grammar  
A fully revised and handy companion for learners of English who never want to go 
without their grammar book. 

Small enough to fit in a pocket, the COBUILD Pocket English Grammar covers all the 
most important points of English grammar, explaining them in simple, clear language.

u Examples from the Collins Corpus show how English is really used today

u Supplements help learners gain specific insights into the grammar they should 
be using in an academic environment and for business English

COBUILD Pocket English Grammar • ISBN: 978-0-00-744326-0 • CEF level: B1-B2

English Grammar and Practice
The COBUILD English Grammar and Practice titles contain essential grammar points 
and practice exercises to help students gain a firm understanding of English 
grammar at elementary and intermediate level.

The books combine attractively presented grammar reference material on the left-
hand pages with useful and challenging exercises on the right-hand pages.

COBUILD Elementary English Grammar and Practice • ISBN: 978-0-00-742371-2 • CEF level: A1-A2

COBUILD Intermediate English Grammar and Practice • ISBN: 978-0-00-742373-6 • CEF level: B1-B2

Also available 
as an e-book
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COBUILD for IELTS Preparation

IELTS Dictionary 
A comprehensive dictionary including IELTS-specific 
words as well as general vocabulary, to help students 
achieve the IELTS score they need.

u Explains key words in depth through the use of collocations 
boxes, usage notes, information on easily-confused words, 
related words, synonyms, antonyms and IELTS-style corpus 
examples.

u The Writing for IELTS guide and Speaking for IELTS guide help 
learners to produce polished written texts and achieve 
fluency when speaking.

COBUILD IELTS Dictionary • ISBN: 978-0-00-810083-4 • CEF level: B1+ •  May 2015

Key Words for IELTS
Three compact, graded reference books which 
provide easy access to the essential key words 
students need to succeed in the IELTS exam. All 
three titles include vocabulary-enrichment features 
that enable students to expand their vocabulary 
in key topic areas, to use the words accurately and 
correctly, and provide help with academic writing.

COBUILD Key Words for IELTS: Book 1 Starter • ISBN: 978-0-00-736545-6 • IELTS 4.0-5.5/B1+ 

COBUILD Key Words for IELTS: Book 2 Improver • ISBN: 978-0-00-736546-3 • IELTS 5.5-6.5/B2+ 

COBUILD Key Words for IELTS: Book 3 Advanced • ISBN: 978-0-00-736547-0 • IELTS 7.0+/C1+ 

Not final cover

The COBUILD IELTS Dictionary and the Key Words for IELTS books are ideal for learners who are 
preparing for the IELTS exam. They cover the words, phrases and idioms students need to 
master to achieve the IELTS scores required by the top universities and employers.

u Book 1 Starter – For students starting their IELTS preparation

u Book 2 Improver – For students who want to improve their IELTS score

u Book 3 Advanced – For students aiming for a top score 
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COBUILD Dictionaries for TOEFL®, TOEIC® and FCE

Key Words for the TOEFL® Test  
COBUILD Key Words for the TOEFL® Test covers the words and phrases that students 
need to achieve the TOEFL® test scores required by top universities and employers.

u Vocabulary-building features, synonyms, phrases and collocations help 
students to enrich their vocabulary and increase their accuracy and fluency. Key 
terms from the Academic Word List are also covered

u To help students consolidate what they have learnt, the title also includes a 
thematic word list section, organized according to topics that frequently appear 
in the TOEFL® test

u Clear definitions and authentic examples from the Collins Corpus help 
students to see how English is really used

COBUILD Key Words for the TOEFL® Test • ISBN: 978-0-00-745346-7 • TOEFL iBT 100+/B1+

Key Words for the TOEIC® Test  
COBUILD Key Words for the TOEIC® Test covers the words and phrases that students 
need to master in order to achieve the scores required by top employers.

u Full coverage of the most common words that appear in the TOEIC® test

u Simple definitions make words even easier to understand

u Topic-based vocabulary sections ensure students feel fully prepared for the exam

COBUILD Key Words for the TOEIC® Test • ISBN: 978-0-00-745883-7 • TOEIC 750+/B1+

Key Words for Cambridge English:  
First (FCE)  
COBUILD Key Words for Cambridge English: First and First for Schools helps students to 
enrich their vocabulary and increase their accuracy and fluency in preparation for 
the Cambridge English: First (FCE) and First for Schools exams.

This title allows students to:

u Understand words through clear definitions and labels in the A–Z section

u Improve accuracy using thousands of collocations, synonyms and the Useful 
Phrases section

u Revise from word lists organized by topic

COBUILD Key Words for Cambridge English: First and First for Schools  
ISBN: 978-0-00-753599-6 • CEF level: B1+
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COBUILD Dictionaries for Specific Purposes

Key Words for Specific Purposes 
The 500 most important words for anyone studying or working in these areas. 
Vocabulary has been selected by industry experts, based on word frequency analysis 
of corpus data specific to each of the fields.

u Examples show how words are used in authentic contexts

u Full-sentence definitions explain what the word means in simple language

u Practice exercises ensure students learn the most important words in their field

u Vocabulary-building features help to improve fluency and accuracy

u All titles include an audio CD to support pronunciation

COBUILD Key Words for Automotive Engineering  • ISBN: 978-0-00-748980-0 • CEF level: B1+ 

COBUILD Key Words for Electrical Engineering • ISBN: 978-0-00-748979-4 • CEF level: B1+

COBUILD Key Words for Chemical Engineering • ISBN: 978-0-00-748977-0 • CEF level: B1+

COBUILD Key Words for Mechanical Engineering • ISBN: 978-0-00-748978-7 • CEF level: B1+

COBUILD Key Words for Accounting • ISBN: 978-0-00-748982-4 • CEF level: B1+

COBUILD Key Words for Insurance • ISBN: 978-0-00-748983-1 • CEF level: B1+

COBUILD Key Words for Finance • ISBN: 978-0-00-748984-8 • CEF level: B1+

COBUILD Key Words for the Oil & Gas Industry • ISBN: 978-0-00-749029-5 • CEF level: B1+

COBUILD Key Words for Hospitality • ISBN: 978-0-00-748981-7 • CEF level: B1+

COBUILD Key Words for Retail • ISBN: 978-0-00-749028-8 • CEF level: B1+
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Semi-Bilingual English Learner’s Dictionaries  

International Business English Dictionary  
Essential business English for any situation, with practical advice for 
succeeding in today’s business world.

The COBUILD International Business English Dictionary contains up-to-date 
information on all the words and phrases used in international business, in both 
American and British English. As well as key business terms, the dictionary also 
contains a number of general English terms, which will help you to communicate in 
all situations, whether in a business meeting or socializing with colleagues.

The dictionary also includes:

u Tips on cultural pitfalls to watch out for when doing business overseas

u Language boxes to provide extra help with building natural-sounding sentences

u Supplement on useful phrases for business and most common business 
euphenisms and their real meanings

u Guide to writing for business to help students communicate successfully in a 
range of business situations

COBUILD International Business English Dictionary • ISBN: 978-0-00-741911-1 • CEF level: B1+

A semi-bilingual dictionary available for French, Arabic, Portuguese and Turkish learners of English.

u Full sentence definitions in English show the words in context

u Translations of the headwords into the learner’s mother tongue provide additional support

COBUILD English Learner’s Dictionary with French • ISBN: 978-0-00-742923-3 • CEF level: B1+ 

COBUILD English Learner’s Dictionary with Portuguese • ISBN: 978-0-00-743103-8 • CEF level: B1+ 

COBUILD English Learner’s Dictionary with Arabic • ISBN: 978-0-00-742922-6 • CEF level: B1+ 

COBUILD English Learner’s Dictionary with Turkish • ISBN: 978-0-00-745844-8 • CEF level: B1+
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